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Abstract 

This research studied the effect of mixing tabs used in entraining diffusers in subsonic short air-

air ejectors. Although numerous studies exist on mixing tabs in nozzles, none was found that 

placed tabs in an entraining diffuser system used with an ejector. Given that mixing tabs led to 

improvements at the nozzle, they were analyzed in entraining diffusers for this research. 

Numerical studies of tab performance were carried out using two-equation κ-ɛ turbulence models 

with enhanced wall treatment available in ANSYS Fluent on an ejector obtained from a prior 

thesis [1]. Only triangular tabs were considered on the ejector. Tab number was varied with 4, 8 

and 12 tabs. Increasing tab number from 4 to 8 led to increased diffuser pumping while increasing 

to 12 tabs led to marginal decrease, although higher than the base case. Addition of 4 tabs led to 

unchanged overall pumping, while 8 and 12 tabs led to reduced overall ejector pumping 

performance. Tab blockage ratio was also varied at 1%, 2% and 4% blockage per tab. Increasing 

blockage ratios was associated with increasing diffuser pumping, but worsened pumping at 

standoff, however, total pumping was unchanged. A location study identified that the placement 

of tabs just before the diffuser is not as effective as tabs placed at the nozzle exit for similar 

blockage ratios. Additionally, tabs placed in the primary flow region were associated with higher 

back pressure penalties than those in the secondary flow region. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This research work consists of a numerical analysis of mixing tabs on entraining diffusers which 

are used in ejector systems. 

1.1 Background 

An ejector is a pump with no moving parts. They are a simple mechanical device that pumps low 

momentum flow from a high momentum flow by mixing and entrainment. They are also referred 

to as jet pumps or eductors. The main positives for ejectors are that they do not possess any 

moving parts, eliminating the need for lubrication or input power. They are also cheap to 

manufacture and operate. Ejectors find use in multiple industries including removal of chemical 

fumes, mixing of air and gases in furnaces, improvement of thrust in aircraft and several heating 

and cooling applications. However, the main interest for this research is the cooling of gas turbine 

exhaust system for temperature reduction for infra-red radiation suppression. 

Typical ejectors in gas turbine exits consist of a nozzle, mixing tube and diffuser. The diffuser 

component is of greatest interest for this research. Due to space and weight concerns, practical 

diffusers implemented often offer suboptimal performance due to high flow separation. 

Understanding the effects of passive devices on the performance of these entraining diffusers in 

ejector systems (see Figure 1-1) is the motivating desire for this work. 
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Figure 1-1: Schematic of Air-Air Ejector 

1.2 Objective 

Due to the poor performance of entraining diffusers compared to conical diffusers of same 

divergence angle [1], the aim of this research was to study the effects of various passive flow 

control devices on the performance of entraining diffusers. Such devices have been implemented 

on several other diffusers and surfaces, but no study of their effect on entraining diffusers was 

found. Additionally, a secondary objective was to determine if Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes 

(RANS)-based CFD was capable of accurately predicting the flow features of these control 

devices when used for diffuser augmentation. 

1.3 Scope and Contribution of Current Study 

The current research was constrained to a subsonic air-air ejector system representative of one 

used in aerospace applications. It consisted of a nozzle, mixing tube and a four-ring entraining 

diffuser. The influence of passive flow control devices on diffuser performance was studied. 

Computational studies were carried out with commercially available ANSYS FLUENT, solving 

the steady-state RANS equations on chosen numerical grids. Mixing tabs of different sizes, 

placement angle being limited to the diffuser region were tested. A location study was also 

carried out. This study aims to give an understanding of angle, location and size effects on 

augmentation devices when used in the context of diffusers.  
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Additionally, the capability of CFD to accurately predict the effects of vortex generating devices 

as well as the overall effect on performance they cause was also studied. Examples of 

performance parameters difficult to predict include: temperature and velocity profiles throughout 

the device, pumping, wall temperature and back pressure on the engine upstream [1]. 

Only steady, time averaged analysis is carried out as that is the interest of the research co-

sponsor. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory and Literature Review 

Numerous studies on air-air ejectors have been published in the literature, with few studies that 

include entraining diffusers. Consequently, it is no surprise that no study of methods to improve 

entraining diffuser performance using passive devices was found. However, the research co-

sponsor is interested in passive methods of improving entraining diffuser performance to improve 

the overall performance of ejector systems, since thorough research of tab devices placed at the 

nozzle had been performed previously. 

2.1 Air-Air Ejectors 

Air-Air ejectors entrain secondary low momentum flow using a primary high momentum flow. 

The high momentum primary flow transfers momentum to the secondary flow by turbulent 

mixing. It consists of a nozzle which accelerates the primary flow into a mixing tube where the 

fluid is mixed with the secondary fluid entrained from the space between the nozzle and mixing 

tube. This mixing results in a pressure rise along the constant area mixing tube. When a diffuser 

is present, further mixing and deceleration occurs in the diffuser resulting in further pressure 

recovery. Additionally, film cooling also occurs in the case of entraining diffusers. This 

simplicity is a primary advantage of air-air ejectors. 

Several factors affect the performance of these devices, primarily the geometry [1]. Some 

geometry features include the diameter of the nozzle inlet (Dni) and exit (Dne), shape, standoff (s) 

(the gap between the nozzle and mixing tube in the axial direction), mixing tube diameter (Dmix), 

length (Lmix) and shape, diffuser angle (2α), exit diameter (Dde) and shape. The Reynolds number 

and Mach number are key dimensionless groups in these types of devices, however the Reynolds 

number in this case is large enough to be unimportant, while the Mach number is low enough for 

the flow to be treated as incompressible. 
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2.1.1 Nozzles 

The purpose of the nozzle, in a subsonic ejector, is to increase the primary flow velocity. The 

static pressure at the nozzle exit is determined by the static pressure at the mixing tube inlet, 

which is determined by the pressure recovery in the mixing tube and diffuser. When there is no 

swirl in the flow, the static pressure at the diffuser exit is equal to the ambient pressure outside 

the ejector. The surrounding air is quiescent at a total pressure of ambient pressure. This drop in 

pressure at the mixing tube inlet, to below ambient pressure, causes an entrainment of ambient air 

of higher static pressure into the nozzle exit region. The velocity increase impacts the pumping 

performance of the ejector and is related to the nozzle, mixing tube and diffuser geometry.  

The static pressure at the entrance to the nozzle is important since this is the static pressure seen 

as a back pressure on the gas flow source. High back pressure is not desirable on gas turbine 

engines. 

The entrained or secondary air is referred to as pumped air, the primary pumping ratio then can be 

defined as the ratio of the mass flow of the entrained secondary air to that of the nozzle primary 

mass flow. Vyas et al. [2], determined that the pumping ratio decreased when the standoff to 

mixing tube diameter ratio (s/ Dmix) increased, but increased when the diameter ratio of the 

mixing tube to nozzle (Dmix/ Dne) increased. For different needs, several nozzle geometries can be 

employed including circular and non-circular cross-sections. Hu et al. [3], concluded that non-

circular nozzles outperformed circular nozzles, citing the increased perimeter, for same area, as a 

source of increase in the interaction of secondary and primary flows. Further mixing 

improvements have been shown to be possible by implementing lobed nozzles as well as mixing 

tabs, the latter being cheaper to implement. Presz et al. [4], obtained up to 100% increase in 

pumping ratio using lobed nozzle geometries on a device with secondary to primary area ratio of 

0.49. Hu et al. [3], also supported the significant improvement obtained through lobed nozzles, 

observing a 200-300% pumping increase as well as a 1/3 – 1/2 reduction in the length of the 
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mixing tube required compared to a straight circular nozzle. The lobed nozzle tested is shown in 

Figure 2-1. However, large pressure losses are associated with lobed designs and implementation 

of tabs. A good balance of positives in terms of pumping and plume cooling and negative in terms 

of back pressure must be struck. This led to several research interest in optimally employing these 

devices on nozzles. 

 

Figure 2-1: Lobed nozzle used by Hu et al. 

Since tabs are cheaper to implement, studies using them are more prevalent. Bradbury et al. [5], 

(regarded as pioneers of studying tabs in nozzles) showed that two square tabs with sides one 

sixth of the jet diameter reduced the jet core length by two jet diameters, while four and eight tabs 

had minimal effects. Samimy et al. [6], claimed that the performance of the tabs was not affected 

by compressibility and explained that the effects from simple square tabs are due to vortex 

shedding on the sides of the tabs. They also showed visualizations of the flow structures 

downstream of the nozzle exit. Several other studies involving tabs have varied number of tabs, 

size, inclination angle and shape as the behavior of tabs were found to depend on those 

parameters. A prevailing geometry for maximum pumping was found to be four triangular tabs, 

angled at 135° into the flow ([7], [8], [9]) 
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2.1.2 Mixing Tubes 

In the mixing tube, primary high momentum flow is mixed with the secondary, entrained low 

momentum flow. Ideally, the two flows would be fully mixed at the exit of the mixing tube, but 

this would require a very long mixing tube. Vyas et al. [2], estimated that this length would be 

greater than 44 times the diameter of the nozzle. Obviously, this is impractical for most ejector 

applications, with the added detriment of friction losses at the wall of such a long duct. Mixing 

loses already become a problem at mixing tube length to diameter ratios of five and above [10]. 

Shorter mixing tubes are predominant in aerospace applications and mixing enhancements are 

obtained by nozzle modifications as discussed earlier.  

At the inlet region of the mixing tube, there is a propensity for flow separation if the inlet walls 

are sharp. This flow separation decreases the effective pumping and mixing and adds pressure 

losses [1]. In practical ejectors, this edge is usually treated to reduce flow separation. Rounded 

inlets are used as well as cone inlets as shown in Figure 2-2. Blevin [11], states that a rounded 

inlet ratio R/D of 0.2 gives the best improvement on flow separation, while Cerantola et al. [12], 

ascertained that increasing the radius of the rounded inlet decreased the separation region at the 

inlet, improving entrainment and mixing. 

 

Figure 2-2: Various inlet treatments: rounded (left) and conical (right) [11] 
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2.1.3 Diffusers 

A subsonic diffuser is an increasing area duct with the purpose of decelerating flow and 

recovering static pressure.  

Diffusers are added to ejector systems to improve the ejector pumping by increasing pressure 

recovery and decreasing the static pressure at the mixing tube inlet. This also decreases the exit 

pressure at the nozzle and the back pressure on the gas turbine. Cerantola et al. [12], concluded 

that an ejector system with a solid conical diffuser with full divergence angle of 10°, performed 

better than an ejector system without a diffuser or with a 20° or 40° full angle diffuser for the 

ejector system studied. 

Since the diffuser decreases upstream static pressure, the fluid must overcome an adverse 

pressure gradient. Adverse pressure gradients increase the tendency for flow separation. A 

diffuser is said to stall when flow separation occurs in the diffuser, making it operate with a 

reduced pressure recovery coefficient. Diffuser stall is a function of diffuser inlet conditions, 

diffuser exit conditions, Reynolds number, Mach number and the diffuser geometry [11]. White 

[13] states that flow separation in a solid diffuser occurs for full diffuser angle greater than 15° 

while diffuser stall occurs for diffusers with a diffuser half angle over 10°. Sparrow et al. [14], 

investigated the effects of Reynolds number and divergence angle on flow separation in a conical 

diverging duct. They set out to shed more light on the Reynolds number effect which was missing 

from previous studies. They determined that separation length is sensitive to inlet Reynolds 

number at Re < 2000, but insensitive at higher inlet Re values. They determined that flow 

separation occurs at full divergence angles of 10° and 30° even at high inlet Reynolds number 

(4000 and 33000), but not in the 5° case. Therefore, at high inlet Re, the full diffuser angle of 

onset of flow separation is somewhere in the 5° – 10° range. Reneau et al. [15], found the 

maximum effectiveness, maximum pressure recovery and minimum head loss to occur at an angle 

of 7° for constant area ratios. 
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Higher turbulence levels were associated with improved flow separation resistance and increased 

pressure recovery due to the higher momentum of turbulent flows [13]. 

For IR suppression purposes, entraining diffusers are used because of the added benefit of film 

cooling of the rings and core flow cooling by the entrained flow, although there is a reduction in 

pressure recovery. 

2.2 Separation Control/ Augmentation Devices 

To control separation in a diverging duct several techniques have been suggested by various 

researchers. These techniques fall into four categories according to Carlson et al. [16]: 

1. Removal of the low momentum boundary layer responsible for slowing down the flow 

(by suction) [17], 

2. Adding energy to the boundary layer passively (for example with blockage or passive 

vortex generation) [18], or actively (injection of fluid [17] or vibration of walls [19]), 

3. Adding vanes or flow guides to alter the geometry of the diffuser [20], essentially 

dividing the flow into different sections which are individually un-stalled, 

4. Modifying the walls of the diffuser, altering the flow on it, such as by adding riblets [21], 

skin friction reduction [22]. 

Based on constraints from the co-sponsor, active methods are not of interest (1 and part of 2), 

large modifications to the wall shape is also not of interest (3, 4). This leaves only passive devices 

that energize the boundary layer. A good device is one which has minimum system penalty, is 

effective at improving the device, operates passively and is easily deployable. 

2.3 Mixing Tabs mixing mechanism 

Mixing tabs are simple protrusions into a jet flow with the aim of increasing the spread rate of the 

jet to enhance turbulent mixing with the ambient fluid. Bradbury et al. [5], found that a jet 
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becomes highly distorted by tabs of any size. They explained that his could be a result of the 

trailing vortex motions downstream of the tab or of the deflection of the flow similarly to that of a 

potential flow jet with circumferential changes of flow angle. They concluded that the latter was 

the more probable explanation. Ahuja et al. [23], came to similar conclusions as Bradbury et al. 

[5]. They found tabs to be effective in enhancing mixing and added a new possible explanation: 

the increased perimeter due to added tabs. Zaman et al. [8], showed that the cause of the increased 

distortion was the generation of a pair of counter rotating streamwise vortices on each tab and 

attribute the generation of these vortices to the pressure gradients on the tab. They determined 

that tab shape had no impact on distortion, tab width was more important than height and tab 

orientation into the flow was more important than shape. Gretta et al. [24], suggests that the 

intention of adding mixing tabs is to initiate a turbulent flow with hairpin-like structures and 

streamwise vortices with scales higher than those of the turbulent boundary layer, hence forcing 

cross stream mixing of mass and momentum. In the case of cooling, mixing the hot and cold 

fluid. Two distinctive structures were identified, a pair of counter-rotating axial vortices at the 

sides of the tabs, due to a pressure difference upstream (upper surface) and downstream (lower 

surface) of the tab and a periodic sequence of hairpin-like vortices, from the top edge of the tab. 

The hairpin structures are like those of the horseshoe vortex visualized by Theodorsen [25], a 

vortex filament oriented spanwise to the mean flow. The region near the center of the filament 

has a higher mean flow velocity and moves faster than the other region leading to stretching and 

increased mixing. Gretta [24] also observed that hairpin vortices coalesced rapidly into larger 

units, equivalent to rapid boundary layer growth.  

Habchi et al. [26], investigated the impact of specific vortical structures on the mixing process at 

different length scales using trapezoidal tabs in a circular pipe. The flow structures they observed 

are shown in Figure 2-3, which contains more structures than that of Gretta. 
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Figure 2-3: Flow past a mixing tab showing hairpin, necklace, reverse, transverse vortices 

and axial counter rotating streamwise vortices [27] 

Experimental analysis by Zaman et al. [8], indicated that the effects of tabs is the same in 

subsonic and supersonic flows, implying that tab effects are not affected by compressibility. 

2.4 Computational Fluid Dynamics 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) involves analyzing fluid flow by computers, using 

numerical methods. CFD currently plays a significant role in the fluids engineering industry and 

in fluids mechanics research. Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stoke (RANS) equations are preferred 

for industrial, highly complex problems. The RANS equations express turbulent flow properties 

as a combination of mean and fluctuating components and substitutes them in the Navier-Stokes 

equations. The continuity equation is written as: 
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 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+  
𝜕𝜕(𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

= 0 
2.1 

and momentum equation is written as: 

 
𝜕𝜕(𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖)
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+
𝜕𝜕�𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗�
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

=  −
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

+
𝜕𝜕 �𝜇𝜇 �𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

+
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

− 2
3 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑙𝑙

��

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
+

𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

�−𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝚤𝚤′𝑢𝑢𝚥𝚥′������� 

2.2 

The effects of turbulence are represented by the Reynolds stresses, −𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝚤𝚤′𝑢𝑢𝚥𝚥′������. This must be 

modeled to solve the RANS equation. This led to the existence of multiple means of modelling 

Reynolds stress discussed below. 

When heat transfer is needed, the energy equation is also solved. 

 
𝜕𝜕(𝜕𝜕𝜌𝜌)
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ ∇ ∙ �𝜈𝜈 ��⃗ (𝜕𝜕𝜌𝜌 + 𝜕𝜕)� = ∇ ∙ �𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒∇𝑇𝑇 −  �ℎ𝑗𝑗𝐽𝐽𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗

+  ��̿�𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∙ 𝜈𝜈�� + 𝑆𝑆ℎ 
2.3 

where 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the effective conductivity, 𝐽𝐽𝑗𝑗 is the diffusion flux of species j and 𝑆𝑆ℎ accounts for 

volumetric heat sources such as chemical reactions.  

Depending on the assumptions or characteristics of the flow, these equations can be modified to 

suit specific needs. For instance, for steady solutions (like in this research), the leftmost terms of 

each equation can be dropped, if conduction is not of interest (like in this research), the first term 

on the RHS of the energy equation can be dropped. 

2.4.1 Turbulence models 

For turbulent flows, the fluctuating velocity fields imply the fluctuation of other transport 

quantities of the flow. The randomness of turbulent flow poses a problem for numerical methods 

to properly resolve turbulent effects. Methods exists for fully resolving the mean flow and 

velocity fluctuations including Direct numerical simulation (DNS) (in which the mean and 

fluctuating components are fully computed), and Large eddy simulation (LES) (in which the large 
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and small eddies are spatially filtered, and the small eddies are ignored in the numerical solution, 

but its effects are modelled separately). Although LES is less expensive computationally, it is still 

cost prohibitive for most industrial applications. Additionally, for many industrial purposes, it is 

not usually necessary to fully resolve the details of said fluctuations. Hence, turbulence models 

are employed to aid the calculation of the mean flow, despite not calculating the entire time 

dependent solution. These models provide an expression of the Reynolds stresses to solve the 

closure problem – the closure problem refers to the modelling of the Reynolds stress term as a 

function of the mean flow with no reference to the fluctuating components of velocity. 

They assume that the turbulence present is homogeneous (fluctuating velocity field is statistically 

invariant under translations of the coordinate system) and isotropic (fluctuating velocity field is 

statistically invariant under rotations and reflections of the coordinate system). This is an 

idealized form of turbulence but one that is necessary to numerically simulate fluid flows with 

reduced computational loads. Actual flows in ejector are anisotropic, but the assumption of 

isotropy gives results that are good for industrial applications. 

Various turbulence models exist of varying complexity and accuracy. Classical models are 

usually classified by the number of equations required by the model. These equations are the 

additional partial differential equations used by the models and are linear. 

Zero Equation Turbulence models 

Zero equation models or algebraic models require no additional equations. Such models include 

the Baldwin-Lomax model and Cebeci-Smith model which expresses the eddy viscosity as a 

function of the local boundary velocity profile. They are simplistic and can be useful in simple 

flows and geometries, or in the initial phase of computation. These models are not able to 

properly simulate flows with large separation or significant curvature. 

One Equation Turbulence models 
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One equation models solve one turbulent transport equation. Such models include the Prandtl one 

equation model, Baldwin-Barth model, Spalart-Almaras model, and Rahman-Agarwal-Siikonen 

model.  

Two Equation Turbulence models 

Two equation models include two transport equations to account for the fluctuating components 

of the flow. This enable the accounting of history effects like convection and diffusion of 

turbulent energy. These models are the most commonly applied models due to their balance of 

robustness and computing complexity. Usually, one of the transported variables is the turbulent 

kinetic energy (κ), the other variable is usually the turbulent dissipation (ɛ) or the specific 

turbulence dissipation rate (ω). The first variable (κ) determines the energy in the turbulence 

while the second variable determines the scale of the turbulence [28]. 

 These models are based on the Boussinesq hypothesis which states that the Reynolds stress 

tensor (τij) is proportional to the mean strain rate tensor (Sij): 

 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 = 2𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 −
2
3
𝜕𝜕𝜌𝜌𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 

2.4 

where 𝜌𝜌 = 𝑢𝑢′2+ 𝑣𝑣′2+ 𝑤𝑤′2

2
, 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡 is the turbulent viscosity specified by a velocity scale (ϑ) and a length 

scale (l) based on dimensional analysis and defined using κ and ɛ or κ and ω for κ-ɛ and κ-ω 

models respectively 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡 = 𝐶𝐶𝜇𝜇𝜕𝜕𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 [29], 

𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 is the Kronecker delta function that equates to 1 when i = j or 0 when i ≠ j. 

This simplification makes it easy to relate turbulent energy and dissipation to turbulent intensity 

and turbulent length scales. However, the assumption is not always valid for example in flows 

with strong curvature or adverse pressure gradients. Hence, two equations are also limited in their 

application as well. 
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When κ and ɛ are used, the model is referred to as the standard κ-ɛ model. This is one of the most 

popular models, as it is easy to implement and converges easily, with widespread validation. 

However, limitations (prediction of large adverse gradient flows) are well known.   

As such, improvements to the two equation k-ɛ models were made: 

i) The realizable κ-ɛ model, which shares the same turbulent kinetic energy equation as 

the standard κ-ɛ model but provides a better equation for ɛ as well as a variable Cμ. 

This leads to improvement in prediction of flow with streamline curvature, adverse 

pressure gradients, recirculation and jets. 

ii) The RNG κ-ɛ model, which uses a statistical technique (Renormalization Group 

method -RNG) on the instantaneous NS equations to derive the κ-ɛ equations. It 

accounts for effects of smaller scales of motion. It includes an additional term in the ɛ 

equation to account for the interaction of turbulence dissipation and the mean shear. 

It includes the effects of swirl on turbulence, the analytic formula for turbulent 

Prandtl number and the differential formula for the effective viscosity. This leads to 

improvements in predicting flow with streamline curvature, transitional flows and 

wall heat and mass transfer flow, however, it does not predict jet spread accurately 

[30]. 

When κ and ω are used, the model is referend to as the κ-ω model, another popular model. This 

solves a modified k equation from the one used in the κ-ɛ model as well as a transport equation 

for ω. The standard k-ω model is based on the Wilcox k- ω model, that accounts for low Re 

effects, compressibility and shear flow spreading. To make the k- ω model more accurate and 

reliable in a wider range of flows, the SST k- ω model was introduced. It blends the robust and 

accurate formulation of the k-ω model near the wall with the free-stream independence of the k- ɛ 
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model in the far field. For the sake of compatibility, the k- ɛ model is rewritten in terms of k and 

w. 

Non-linear closure models also exist such as the 𝜈𝜈2��� − 𝑓𝑓 model. It replaces the turbulent kinetic 

energy κ, with a velocity length scale 𝜈𝜈2��� for modelling the eddy viscosity and models the 

anisotropic wall effects by an elliptical relaxation function, f 

Another model used is the Reynolds Stress Model (RSM). It provides higher level turbulence 

closures or second order closure. All Reynolds stresses are solved as well as turbulent kinetic 

equation, removing the requirement of assuming isotropy of the turbulent viscosity. In flows 

where Reynolds stresses are important, such as in flows with adverse pressure gradient, 

separation, strong curvature, etc., the advantage of properly resolving the Reynolds stresses is 

obvious. However, the computational cost and convergence difficulty of using RSM is higher 

than that of two equation models. 

2.4.2 Near Wall treatment 

When walls are included in a domain, the performance of turbulent flow is significantly affected. 

Since the no-slip condition must be satisfied at the wall, the mean velocity field is affected. At the 

outer part of the near-wall region turbulence is rapidly increased by production of turbulence 

kinetic energy since there are large gradients in the mean flow. Accurate representation of the 

flow in the near-wall region is important to properly predict turbulent flow with walls as walls are 

a main source of mean vorticity and turbulence. 

Various experiments have shown that the near-wall region can be divided into three layers:  

• The innermost layer also called the viscous sublayer where the flow is almost laminar and 

dominated by molecular viscosity; 
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• The outermost layer also called the fully turbulent layer where turbulence plays a 

dominant role; 

• The interim or buffer region where viscosity and turbulence are equally important. 

 

Figure 2-4: Law of the wall showing varying velocity profile in different regions based on 

distance from wall [28] 

To model the near-wall region, two methods exist: using "wall functions" or using "near-wall 

modelling". Wall functions use semi-empirical formulas to bridge the viscosity affected region 

between the wall and the fully-turbulent region. Since the equations model the impact of the wall, 

the turbulence models do not need to account for the presence of the wall. Near wall modelling 

requires the modification of the turbulence models to enable the viscosity-affected region to be 

resolved by a mesh to the wall including the viscous sublayer.  
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In most flows with high Re, wall functions provide substantial reduction of computational 

demand since viscosity affected near-wall region is not resolved and a very fine mesh is not 

required. It is economical, robust and reasonably accurate, but it is inadequate for low Re flows 

[28]. 

2.4.3 Numerical Studies of Ejectors 

Accurately resolving the flow features of an ejector by numerical methods is a challenging task. 

This is due to the presence of numerous flow features including laminar transition to turbulence, 

turbulent shear layers and mixing, annular to duct flow transition, strong streamline curvature, 

adverse pressure gradient and flow separation. 

Kral et al. [31], found the k- ɛ model to be better at predicting turbulent flow fields than the 

algebraic or one-equation models. However, they found that flow separation was predicted best 

with the SST model and concluded that there was no universal choice of a two-equation model. 

Xu et al. [32], asserted that all models they tested (k- ɛ + wall functions, K- ɛ + one equation 

model and RNG K- ɛ) predicted an earlier separation that seen in experiment, with the high-

Reynolds K- ɛ + one equation model giving the best prediction for separation and reattachment 

position. 

For a full ejector, Chen [1], encountered problems in predicting the details of the primary flow 

with RANS based CFD, leading to compounding errors downstream. Although the total pumping 

was predicted correctly in some cases, the primary and secondary pumping individually were 

predicted incorrectly. However, the Realizable K-ɛ model was deemed acceptable when inlet 

swirl was below 20°. The RSM better predicted the core separation, but needed significantly 

more intensive meshing and convergence schemes, without any improvements to the overall 

performance predictions. 
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Further inferences include underprediction of mixing by CFD leading to underprediction of wall 

temperatures, overprediction of secondary pumping, underprediction of tertiary pumping, and 

accurate capture of diffuser exit conditions. 

2.5 Variables and Dimensional analysis 

2.5.1 Device parameters 

To observe the effects of passive devices, different geometric parameters were varied. A location 

study was carried out, comparing device performance at: the ring of the mixing tube exit, a region 

of high hot-cold flow shear at the exit of the mixing tube and at the nozzle for reference. 

Number of tab effects were studied with 4, 8 and 12 tabs, as well as size of tabs with 1%, 2% and 

4% blockage per tab.  

2.5.2 Performance parameters 

To compare the performance of the ejectors, performance parameters were defined based on the 

desired objective of these devices. For infrared suppression of the primary flow, exit temperature 

ratio, back pressure, diffuser pressure recovery and pumping ratio were the performance 

parameters chosen. 

Back pressure Coefficient 

This is the increase in static pressure on the engine exhaust due to the addition of an ejector, it is 

the static pressure at the inlet of the ejector nozzle. 

Ideally, the momentum and temperature of the hot and cold streams are fully mixed by the exit of 

the diffuser since a uniform exit flow produces the maximum pressure recovery in a diffuser. 

However, in practical ejectors this is often not possible. 

To measure the pressure loss due to the addition of devices that block the flow, the back pressure 

on the nozzle was studied. It is expressed as a coefficient. 
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 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏 =
𝜕𝜕𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖
𝑄𝑄𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

 2.5 

where 

 
𝑄𝑄𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 =  

𝜕𝜕𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖2

2
 

2.6 

Higher backpressure implies smaller turbine pressure ratio and less power produced by the 

upstream turbine and is detrimental to turbine performance. 

Pressure recover coefficient 

This is a parameter that shows the pressure recovery of the diffuser. It is the ratio of difference in 

static pressure on the outlet and inlet to the inlet dynamic pressure of the diffuser. 

 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 =  
𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡 − 𝜕𝜕𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡

𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡
 

2.7 

Higher pressure recovery coefficient signifies a better diffuser. 

Exit temperature ratio 

To quantify how close the average temperature was to ambient (the level of cooling), this 

parameter was used. 

 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =  
𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡 − 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏

𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 − 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏
 

2.8 

Lower temperature ratio signifies better cooling of the primary flow. 

Pumping/ entrainment ratio 

To measure entrainment of secondary fluid, pumping ratio is used. The is given by the ratio of 

mass flow rate of the secondary flow to the primary flow. The exit temperature of the flow is 

linked to this ratio.  

 Φ =  
𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒

 2.9 

Higher pumping ratio signifies better entrainment. 
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Depending on which entrainment point is analyzed, different pumping ratios are defined.  

Mixing tube pumping ratio, Φ𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 =  𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

 

Diffuser pumping ratio, Φ𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
 

2.5.3 Quantifying and Visualizing vorticity 

The presence of tabs in the flow was expected to generate vortices. Identifying them was done 

using the axial (Z) vorticity (ξ𝑧𝑧) for counter rotating vortices, while hairpin vortices were 

expected to be found using the azimuthal vorticity (ξ𝑎𝑎𝑧𝑧). Other vortices were found using 

vorticity in their respective axis. 

 ξ𝑧𝑧 =  
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥

−
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

 
2.10 

 
ξ𝑎𝑎𝑧𝑧 = �ξ𝑚𝑚2 + ξ𝑦𝑦2  

2.11 

It should be noted that using vorticity to find vortices can lead to problems when shear regions 

occur as this method cannot distinguish between swirling and shearing flows [33] as such the Q-

criterion and the Swirling strength criterion were also used to identify any vortex around the tab. 

Vorticity was expressed as a dimensionless coefficient normalized by the mixing tube diameter 

and nozzle exit velocity 

 Cξ =  𝜉𝜉
𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒
 2.12 

The Q-Criterion is defined as 

 𝑄𝑄 ≡
1
2

(‖Ω‖2 − ‖𝑆𝑆‖2) > 0 2.13 

where Ω is the vorticity tensor and S is the strain-rate tensor. 

The Swirling strength is the imaginary part of complex eigenvalues of the velocity gradient tensor  
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2.5.4 Averaging methods 

Appropriate averaging methods were needed when area averages were calculated.  

Area weighted averaging method  

Area averaging is obtained by dividing the sum of the product of the selected field variable and 

the facet area by the total area of the surface [28]. The area average of a property ϕ is 

 
𝜙𝜙� =

1
𝐴𝐴
�𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖|𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖|
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 
2.14 

However, in cases with non-uniform flow, it is susceptible to errors from over representing areas 

of higher velocity. This method was used for pressure given that it was not dependent on the flow 

density or mass flow rate. 

Mass-flow weighted averaging 

Mass-flow weighted average is obtained by dividing the sum of the product of the selected field 

variable and the absolute value of the dot product of the facet area and momentum vectors by the 

summation of the absolute value of the dot product of the facet area and momentum vectors 

(surface mass flux) [28]. The mass-flow weighted average of a property ϕ is 

 
〈𝜙𝜙〉 =

∑ 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖��⃗�𝜕𝑖𝑖 ⋅ 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖�𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1

∑ 𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖��⃗�𝜕𝑖𝑖 ⋅ 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖�𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1

 
2.15 

It was used for improved accuracy as primary flow was well represented. Temperature and most 

parameters that are dependent on the mass flow rate and flow density were averaged using mass 

weighted averaging.  
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Chapter 3 

Numerical Setup 

The flow through the ejector with entraining diffusers was studied numerically. Steady-state, 

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations and two-equation turbulence models were solved in 

the commercial solver Ansys® Fluent® 17.0. The geometry was created in ANSYS® 

DesignModeler™ 17.0. The numerical grid was created using ANSYS® Meshing™ 17.0, while 

post-processing was done in Tecplot 360 EX 2016 R1 and CFD-Post. 

3.1 Computational Domain 

The computational domain and grid for the baseline ejector is shown in Figure 3-2. It contains the 

annulus upstream of the ejector nozzle, the ejector system and a surrounding plenum as well as 

augmentation devices when needed. Since pressure values at the inlet of the mixing tube and 

diffuser rings and exit of the diffuser were not known it was not possible to apply a pressure 

boundary condition in those locations. A large plenum was required so that ambient pressure 

could be applied away from the device. This is required to predict pressure gradients, streamline 

curvature and other features such as reversed flow which in turn led to realistic pressure 

conditions at these locations. The domain dimensions were obtained from a previous thesis, that 

of Chen [1]. This domain was chosen since it had been validated by grid independence studies in 

that thesis. It was also used with Ejector-3, shown in Figure 3-1 (an ejector studied by that author) 

– chosen since it was the only circular, straight, hot primary gas ejector. 
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Figure 3-1: Ejector dimensions in mm used for this study based on Chen [1] 

To properly resolve flow features around the augmentation devices when used, very fine grids are 

required, leading to high processing requirements. To reduce the computational load and down 

time, the domain was reduced to a 90° quarter/wedge. To compensate for this, a cyclic periodic 

boundary condition was applied. 
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Figure 3-2: Computational domain (top), with ejector components (bottom) 
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3.2 Geometry Generation, Grid Structure and Grid Generation 

The walls of the geometry were created in Ansys DesignModeler and devices were added as 

required. The plenum was created, and the wall geometry and devices created initially, were 

subtracted from the plenum leaving a fluid domain and empty wall sections, since in-wall heat 

transfer although of interest was not simulated. The quarter geometry was made from an extruded 

cut. This volume was transferred to Ansys Meshing where the numerical grid was created. 

Since it was realized early on that creating structured grids around the augmentation devices 

would take a very long time, up to several days, reducing the number of configurations that can 

be tested and flexibility, fully unstructured grids were used. The near wall regions were meshed 

with prism volumes for efficient resolution of boundary layer effects while tetrahedral volumes 

were used elsewhere as they are more efficient at filling up domains. 
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Figure 3-3: Inflation layers in the near wall region around the rounded inlet  
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Figure 3-4: Inflation layers in the near wall region around the wall end 
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Figure 3-5: Computational mesh showing concentration of cells in the ejector region 

3.3 CFD solver 

Ansys Fluent 18 was used as the solver for all final simulations. Steady RANS was used 

throughout as only the average flow field behavior was of interest. 

Second-order upwind discretization was used to obtain solutions, however, to prevent divergence 

early in the simulation, first-order upwind discretization was used initially.  

Pressure and density interpolation was obtained by second order interpolation as recommended 

by Chen [1]. 

SIMPLEC was chosen for the pressure-velocity coupling as it allowed for increased under-

relaxation, which was necessary to reach convergence in these simulations. 

The K-ɛ model with enhanced wall treatment was chosen as the turbulence model for the 

comparison simulations as it was recommended from literature studies to provide the best balance 

of computation cost and accuracy. However, non-equilibrium wall functions with the k-ɛ model, 
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and the k- ω SST model were also tested for the 4-tab, 2% blockage on the mixing tube exit ring 

case for reference. 

Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 compare the wall pressure rise for the k-ε model with wall functions as 

well as enhanced wall treatment and the k-ω SST model. The different models predict different 

pressure rise profiles with the k-ω model predicting less pressure recovery in the diffuser region. 

 

Figure 3-6: Pressure rise on ejector wall in line with tab for different models and near wall 

treatment 
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Figure 3-7: Pressure rise on ejector wall away from tab for different models and near wall 

treatment 

Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9 show the centerline diffuser exit temperature profile. Again, different 

models predict different profiles, with the enhanced wall treatment k-ε model predicting higher 

core region temperatures and the k-ω model predicting lower near wall temperatures. 
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Figure 3-8: Diffuser exit centerline temperature profile in line with tab for different models 

and near wall treatment 
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Figure 3-9: Diffuser exit centerline temperature profile away from tab for different models 

and near wall treatment 

Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11 show the centerline diffuser exit axial velocity profile. The enhance 

wall treatment k-ε model predicts higher core separation than the other models tested, while the 

k-ω model predicts lower flow velocity near the wall in the entrained flow region. 
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Figure 3-10: Diffuser exit centerline axial velocity profile in line with tab for different 

models and near wall treatment 
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Figure 3-11: Diffuser exit centerline axial velocity profile away from tab for different 

models and near wall treatment 

Given that there was not any similar study with tabs in entraining diffuser to compare against, 

only the no tab case was compared to previously conducted experiments. This comparison can be 

found in Appendix B 

3.4 Fluid Properties 

Since the flow regime was entirely subsonic, the fluid was modelled as incompressible air with 

the ideal gas law and molecular weight of 28.966 Kg/Kmol. The density, specific heat capacity 

and thermal conductivity were defined by separate piecewise-linear functions of temperature with 

respective air coefficients obtained from the Fluent database. Viscosity was modelled by 

Sutherland`s Viscosity law with three coefficients such that: 
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3.1 

where µ0 = 1.716 x 10-5 kg/m-s, Tref = 273.11 K and Su = 110.56 K. 

Fluent requires an operating pressure to be set, based on which boundary condition pressures 

(gauge) are set. The operating pressure was set to 101.3KPa. 

3.5 Boundary Conditions 

Boundary conditions of the domain are shown in Figure 3-12, with the topmost periodic boundary 

condition hidden.  

 

Figure 3-12: Domain showing boundary conditions 
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3.5.1 Walls 

The walls of the ejector components as well as the passive devices were modelled as stationary, 

adiabatic, no-slip walls. Wall roughness was not simulated, and the default fluent settings were 

used. The actual wall interior was not meshed as the simulation of in-wall heat transfer was not of 

interest. Wall temperatures were obtained from the wall temperature of the interior wall surface 

under the assumption that the exterior temperature will not be different from the interior if the 

ejector has run for a long time. 

3.5.2 Pressure Inlet 

The upstream inlet surface and top surfaces of the plenum were assigned a pressure inlet 

boundary condition at 300K (the ambient temperature of this research study), default turbulent 

intensity of 5% and turbulent viscosity ratio of 10 with gauge total pressure of 0Pa with respect to 

the operating pressure. Coupled with the pressure outlet boundary condition below, this simulated 

the conditions in which a stationary ejector entrains flow from the surroundings. It was 

determined from independence studies that this boundary should be distant enough to prevent 

forcing of perpendicular flow to the inlet regions since this boundary condition necessitated that 

flow from it be perpendicular to the plane of the boundary condition (or a specified vector). 

3.5.3 Pressure Outlet 

The downstream plenum exit face was assigned a pressure outlet boundary condition also at 300K 

and default turbulent intensity and turbulent viscosity ratio with gauge static pressure of 0Pa with 

respect to the operating pressure. 

The distance of this boundary condition was also checked to prevent forcing effects like the 

pressure inlet case. 

This forcing occurs in cases were swirling or reversed flow is present as the flow is not 

perpendicular to the diffuser exit plane in some regions. Applying a pressure outlet directly on or 

too close to the diffuser outlet would force the flow to exit the diffuser perpendicular to the outlet 
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plane, leading to unphysical/unrealistic flow patterns. In the absence of swirl however, the 

pressure outlet condition can be applied at the diffuser exit since the flow should be perpendicular 

to the outlet in that case. 

3.5.4 Velocity Inlet 

The primary flow at the annular inlet was defined with a flat profile velocity inlet boundary 

condition of 100m/s in the normal direction at 773K, and 10% turbulent intensity and a turbulent 

viscosity ratio of 10. It was placed far enough upstream (29 annulus heights from the nozzle inlet) 

for the flow to properly develop correct velocity profiles. This length was obtained from a prior 

thesis [1]. 

A 10% turbulent intensity at the annulus inlet was deemed reasonable for this ejector [1]. 

3.5.5 Cyclical Periodic 

As stated earlier, cyclic periodic boundary condition was applied to faces which the fluid domain 

was cut through to simplify the domain. A cyclic periodic condition is used when the flow is 

expected to be periodically repeating about an axis of rotation. Figure 3-13 shows the location of 

these conditions. It reduces the computational load required, for the same grid sizing. Across the 

periodic plane, there is no change in pressure. A quarter cycle was used. This geometry was 

appropriate for tab numbers that are multiples of 4, ie, 4, 8, and 12. 6-tab configurations were not 

simulated for this reason. A sample result of a full ejector with tabs, from a previous experimental 

study, is shown in Figure 3-14. The cyclically periodic nature of the flow can be seen. 
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Figure 3-13: Quarter region used to simplify the domain.  
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Figure 3-14: Experimental results of a prior thesis [7], annotated to show cyclically periodic 

nature of the flow in a tabbed ejector. 

3.6 Solution Procedure 

The solution procedure was as follow: 

1. The ejector domain was initialized with flow properties of the annulus velocity inlet.  

2. For the first 500 iterations, the first-order discretization scheme was used for density, k, 

epsilon, and energy with standard pressure interpolation. 

3. For the remaining iterations, second order discretization was used for all values. 

This procedure was chosen to avoid divergence associated with second order solution at the initial 

phase which was encountered with some grid sizes. 
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3.7 Near Wall Treatment 

Due to the significance of the wall effects to the turbulent flow, accurately modelling the flow 

near the wall was important. Fluent® presented the user with two means to model the wall flow: 

wall functions and wall treatment. Wall functions used empirical formulas to solve wall region, 

while wall treatment solved the wall flow fully. As expected, wall treatment required a finer grid 

than that for wall functions with a y+ in the order of 1. A fine mesh with y+ in the order of 1 to 8 

was created making wall treatment usable. Although the computational time was greater than 

using a coarser mesh with wall functions, accurately resolving tab effects was critical to accurate 

representation of the flow in the ejector. 

3.8 Convergence Criteria 

The convergence of a numerical solution is determined by the residuals of conserved variables 

and the stability of average values at regions of interest. Convergence was deemed to have 

occurred when all residuals had dropped by three orders of magnitude and there was no 

fluctuation in the values of dependent variables (average temperature on diffuser exit plane, static 

pressure at nozzle inlet, mass flow rates at regions of interest). 

Sample residual for the large 4-tab case is shown in Figure 3-15, while fluctuation of two 

dependent variables, average temperature at the diffuser exit plane and mass flow rate through the 

nozzle are shown in Figure 3-16. 
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Figure 3-15: Decay of residuals  

 

Figure 3-16: Stabilization of monitored dependent variables 

Energy turned on 
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3.9 Domain Independence Study 

Although the domain chosen was based on a previous research with the same ejector geometry, 

domain independence studies were still necessary since modifications were made to the geometry 

as well as the use of a periodic boundary condition. A domain independence study was carried 

out to observe the dependence of the result on the geometry of the domain. These studies were 

carried out on the ejector with 4 large tabs at 45deg on the wall of mixing tube exit. The 

realizable k-ɛ model paired with non-equilibrium wall functions was used, for domain testing. 

The pumping ratios, diffuser pressure recovery and diffuser exit temperature ratio were used to 

compare the domains. The diffuser exit centerline axial velocity and temperature was also 

compared as well as mixing tube wall pressure rise. The plenum radii PR1 and PR2, shown in 

Figure 3-17, were varied to the check the effects of the proximity of the pressure inlet condition 

to walls of the ejector, while the plenum radius PL was varied to see how the proximity of the 

pressure outlet condition affected the flow development in the ejector. 

 

Figure 3-17: Varying coefficients for domain independence study 

3.9.1 Domain Length Independence Study 
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The coefficient n3 was varied at 5,8 and 11 corresponding to shortened, base and extended 

plenum length respectively; n1 and n2 were kept constant at 4 and 5 respectively. 

The domain with length coefficient of 5 failed to converge with the same grid settings and solver 

settings in which others converged. While the length coefficient increase from 8 to 11, did not 

result in any significant change in ejector performance metrics as shown in Figure 3-18, Figure 

3-19 and Table 3-1. As such, the length coefficient of 8 was used. 

 

Figure 3-18: X-centerline velocity at diffuser exit for varying plenum lengths 
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Figure 3-19: Pressure rise along mixing tube wall from inlet to exit for varying plenum 

length 

Table 3-1: Performance parameters for varying plenum length 

Case φ2 φ3 Cb Cp TR 
Datum 0.56 0.62 0.68 0.051 0.47 
Extended plenum length 0.56 0.62 0.68 0.051 0.47 
Shortened plenum 
length 0.59 -0.08 0.68 0.111 0.47 

3.9.2 Domain Radius Independence Study 

The domain was also varied radially to test if the entrainment was sensitive to the radial extent of 

the domain.  
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The coefficient n1 was varied at 2, 4 and 6, while the coefficient n2 was varied at 2.5, 5 and 7.5 

corresponding to shortened, base and extended plenum radius respectively, while the coefficient 

n3 was kept constant at 8. 

It was observed that varying domain radial length did not affect the overall performance 

parameters of the ejector as shown in Figure 3-20, Figure 3-21 and Table 3-2. 

 

Figure 3-20: X-centerline axial velocity at the diffuser exit for varying plenum radius 
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Figure 3-21: Pressure rise min mixing tube wall for varying plenum radius 

Table 3-2: Comparison of varying plenum radius 

Case φ2 φ3 Cb Cp TR 
Datum 0.56 0.62 0.68 0.051 0.47 
Extended plenum radius 0.56 0.62 0.68 0.051 0.47 
Shortened plenum 
radius 0.56 0.62 0.68 0.051 0.47 

3.10 Grid independence study 

To obtain a grid independent solution or understand how the solution obtained varied with grid 

density, a grid independence study was carried out. Four grids of increasing density, as seen in 

Table 3-3, were compared. The details of the changes in the mesh are show in Table A-1. The 

coarse case failed to converge leading to drastically different solutions. The baseline case 

converged, but the results of the fine case were more like the very fine case than the baseline 

case, as shown in the wall pressure rise. This implies that the solution was still dependent on the 
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mesh in the baseline case. As such, the sizing settings for the fine case was used in this study, as 

it required less computational cost than the very fine case. 

These studies were also carried out on the ejector with 4 large tabs at 45deg on the wall of mixing 

tube exit. The realizable k-ɛ model paired with non-equilibrium wall functions was also used. The 

velocity inlet condition of 100m/s at 773K was used.  

The pumping ratios, diffuser pressure recovery and diffuser exit temperature ratio were used to 

compare the domains. The diffuser exit centerline axial velocity and temperature was also 

compared as well as mixing tube wall pressure rise. 

Table 3-3: Comparison of the effect of varying mesh size on performance parameters. 

 

Element 
count 

(M) 
Average 

EQ 
Average 

skew φ2 φ3 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 𝑪𝑪𝒃𝒃 TR 
Baseline 7.3 0.65 0.28 0.74 0.86 0.051 0.68 0.47 
Coarse 5.7 0.64 0.30 0.71 0.12 0.098 0.77 0.61 
Fine 11.8 0.67 0.26 0.74 0.87 0.048 0.67 0.46 
Very fine 15.5 0.70 0.25 0.74 0.88 0.048 0.66 0.46 
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Figure 3-22: Pressure rise on the mixing tube wall for varying mesh densities. 
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Chapter 4 

Results and discussion 

The CFD results and some discussion is presented in this chapter. RANS based k-ε with enhanced 

wall treatment was used with Ansys Fluent 17/18 software. Objectives include checking if CFD 

was able to properly resolve the flows around tabs specifically when there is an adverse pressure 

gradient, predicting accurate turbulent mixing, predicting overall impact on performance from 

changing passive devices geometry. 

The ejector performance parameters investigated were: 

• Ejector pumping ratios 

• Temperature, pressure and velocity profile at the diffuser exit 

• Back pressure at the nozzle inlet 

• Pressure recovery in the mixing tube and diffuser 

• Temperature distribution on the mixing tube and diffuser walls 

A summary of the studies carried out is show in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1: Summary of studies 
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4.1 Flow description 

The flow through the diffuser for the case with 4 tabs at the wall of the mixing tube exit is 

described here to give an insight of the flow features. 

4.1.1 General flow features 

Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 show the predicted pressure fields and streamlines, while Figure 4-3 

and Figure 4-4 show the predicted axial velocity through the ejector. A core separation zone is 

present just downstream of the annulus exit which persist into a relatively lower velocity region 

throughout the ejector. There is also a recirculation zone behind the tab. 

 

Figure 4-1: Predicted pressures and streamlines in plane away from tab 
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Figure 4-2: Predicted pressures and streamlines in plane in-line with tab 

 

Figure 4-3: Predicted axial velocity in plane in-line with tab 
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Figure 4-4: Predicted axial velocity in plane away from tab 

Figure 4-5 shows the predicted pressure in Z-planes through the diffuser, while Figure 4-6 shows 

the streamwise vorticity along with in-plane velocity vectors. Pressure regions associated with the 

streamwise vortices generated by the tabs can be seen, as well as a counter rotating vortex pair. 

However, these vortices are not very strong and do not persist in the flow.  
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Figure 4-5: Predicted pressure contours at z/Dmt = 0.34, 0.69, 1.03, 1.38 and 1.72 from the 

mixing tube exit 
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Figure 4-6: Predicted streamwise vorticity contours at z/Dmt = 0.34, 0.69, 1.03, 1.38 and 1.72 

from the mixing tube exit with velocity vectors 

Figure 4-7 shows the predicted temperature contours on set z-planes in the diffuser region, while 

Figure 4-8 shows the predicted axial velocity contours. The region between the high vorticity 

zones leads to good mixing of the primary flow with the entrained flow with reversed flow in 

some cases. This leads to good reduction of fluid temperature in these regions. However, these 

effects are highly local and away from the tabs, poor mixing occurs. 
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Figure 4-7: Predicted temperature contours at z/Dmt = 0.34, 0.69, 1.03, 1.38 and 1.72 from 

the mixing tube exit 

K 
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Figure 4-8: Predicted axial velocity contours at z/Dmt = 0.34, 0.69, 1.03, 1.38 and 1.72 from 

the mixing tube exit 

4.1.2 Vorticity in tab wake 

A plane at z/Dmt = 0.34 from the mixing tube is used to show the major features of the tab wake 

predicted by CFD. At planes further downstream, vorticity strength diminishes, and vorticity 

features are less visible in the flow. 

Figure 4-9 shows the normalized x vorticity. Reverse vortices are visible directly behind the tab. 

As stated earlier using vorticity to identify and visualize vortices leads to identification of shear 

structures in addition to swirling structures. Hence, the primary flow shear region as well as shear 

from the mixing tube wall wake are also seen. 

m/s 
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Figure 4-9: Normalized X vorticity on Z plane at z/Dmt = 0.34 from mixing tube 

Figure 4-10 shows the normalized Y vorticity. Strong counter rotating transverse vortices are 

visible behind the tab close to the ejector wall, with weaker transverse vortices away from the 

wall. 
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Figure 4-10: Normalized Y vorticity on Z plane at z/Dmt = 0.34 from mixing tube 

Figure 4-11 shows the normalized streamwise vorticity. A counter rotating vortex pair is visible 

at the edges of the base of the tab. The presence of this vortex is verified using a Q-criterion of 

0.0034 and is shown Figure 4-12 and by a swirling-strength coefficient of 0.0038 and is shown in 

Figure 4-13. 
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Figure 4-11: Normalized Z vorticity on Z plane at z/Dmt = 0.34 from mixing tube 
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Figure 4-12: Visualization of a counter rotating vortex pair at Q = 0.0034 
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Figure 4-13: Visualization of counter rotating vortex pair using swirling-strength criterion 

of 0.0036 

Figure 4-14 shows the normalized azimuthal vorticity. A distinct hairpin vortex is visible behind 

the tab with origin from the tip and sides of the tab. Other smaller vortices are present behind the 

tab. However, since azimuthal vorticity does not account for rotation direction, it is difficult to 

determine the direction of the vortex. Significant vorticity is also present in the core flow region 

and is attributed to the shear region and as such ignored.  
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Figure 4-14: Normalized Azimuthal vorticity on Z plane at z/Dmt = 0.34 from mixing tube 

Tab features visualized in the simulations are similar to those observed by Habchi et al. [27]. 

4.2 Tab study 

This section looks at the results of placing triangular tabs at the exit of the mixing tube (inlet of 

the diffuser). Each tab tested was an isosceles triangle with apex angle (β) of 90° and inclination 

angle (θ) of 45° into the flow as shown in Figure 4-15. Triangle height was calculated to meet the 

desired blockage ratio. 
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Figure 4-15: Schematic of tab showing inclination and apex angle. 

Temperature and velocity profiles at the exit of the diffuser were compared in line with the tabs 

and out of phase (away) from the tab since the profile was not expected to be perfectly uniform 

by radius. The lines used to obtain these profiles are show in Figure 4-16. Pressure rise on the 

ejector wall in line with and away from the tabs were also compared. The lines used to obtain 

these values are shown in Figure 4-17. 

Flow Direction 

θ 
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Figure 4-16: Location of centerline profile extraction lines at diffuser exit 
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Figure 4-17: Location of ejector wall lines for extraction of pressure values 

4.2.1 Location study 

Initial tests were performed with 4 tabs, inclined at 45°, with 2% blockage each, placed on the 

end of the mixing tube, however, further tests were carried out with tabs in a region of high shear 

between hot and cold flow. It was conjectured that the tabs will have a greater effect in a region 

of high shear. 

Another test was carried out with same blockage ratio at the nozzle, for comparison, since 

previous research have studied that location with positive performance improvement. 

These locations are illustrated Figure 4-18 
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Figure 4-18: Illustration of tab locations. From top to bottom: mixing tube exit ring, mixing 

tube exit shear region, nozzle exit 

Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20 show the dimensionless temperature profile of the x-centerline at the 

diffuser exit. Tabs at the nozzle produced reduction in peak temperature in-line with and away 
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from the tab, whereas tabs before the diffuser did not produce significant temperature reduction. 

Indeed, away from the tab, fluid temperature increases in these cases. 

 

Figure 4-19: Diffuser exit center-line temperature profile in-line with tab at varying 

locations 
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Figure 4-20: Diffuser exit center-line temperature profile away from tab at varying 

locations 

Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22 show the dimensionless axial velocity profile of the x-centerline at 

the diffuser exit. The presence of tabs at the core of the mixing tube exit causes a severe reduction 

in the axial velocity as seen in the tab in mixing tube shear case both in-line and away from the 

tabs. For tab on the mixing tube exit wall, velocity increases away from the tab and increases in-

line with the tab.  
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Figure 4-21: Diffuser exit center-line axial velocity profile in-line with tab at varying 

locations 
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Figure 4-22: Diffuser exit center-line axial velocity profile away from tab at varying 

locations 

Figure 4-23 compares the pumping ratios that results from placing the tabs at various locations. 

Tabs at the mixing tube exit location results in degraded mixing tube pumping ratio (ϕmix), -8% 

for ring, -17% and for shear region, while the tabs at the nozzle resulted in increased mixing tube 

pumping ratio by 22%. Tabs at these locations improve the diffuser pumping ratio, by 7% for 

ring, and 16% for shear region and nozzle. Only tabs at the nozzle led to increased overall 

pumping ratio. This was because the loss of pumping at the mixing tube was not matched by 

increases in the diffuser pumping for tabs placed at the mixing tube exit. 
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Figure 4-23: Pumping ratio at various locations 

Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25 show the pressure rise (recovery) along the ejector walls. When tabs 

were used on the mixing tube walls, the pressure rise in-line with the tab was significant in the 

first ring, but comparable to the base case for subsequent rings, as well as away from the tab for 

all rings. Tabs placed at the nozzle resulted in good pressure recovery both in-line with and away 

from the tabs, with greater rise in the mixing tube than in the diffuser. Tabs in the shear region led 

to worsened pressure rise on the mixing tube ring, but good pressure rise in the diffuser wall in-

line with the tabs. 
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Figure 4-24: Pressure rise on ejector wall in line with tab at varying locations 
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Figure 4-25: Pressure rise on ejector wall away from tab at varying locations 

Figure 4-26 shows the pressure rise along the ejector centerline. Tabs placed at the nozzle show 

the best pressure recovery, with pressure along the ejector consistently below atmospheric and 

lower than that of the base case, leading to more entrainment and better pumping performance. 

Tabs placed in the shear region of the mixing tube exit have a significant effect on the centerline 

pressure. Just upstream of the tab, there is a local pressure rise associated with the presence of the 

tab and a drop just after the tab. Tabs placed on the mixing tube exit wall led to poor centerline 

pressure rise, with a pressure drop in the plane of the tabs. 
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Figure 4-26: Ejector centerline pressure rise for different tab locations 

Figure 4-27 shows the effect of adding tabs at various locations on the ejector wall temperature. 

Tabs had the effect of reducing the wall temperature directly downstream and in-line with the tab 

but increasing the temperature elsewhere. Tabs at the nozzle led to the highest wall peak 

temperatures, while tabs in the shear region had the least impact on wall temperatures. 
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Figure 4-27: Ejector wall temperature distribution for varying tab location. 
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The addition of tabs creates blockage in the flow which leads to a pressure rise at the nozzle inlet. 

Tabs in the mixing tube ring, shear region and at the nozzle caused Cb increase of 1%, 6% and 

25% respectively. This corresponds to the degree in which the primary flow is blocked. 

Table 4-2 summarizes the impact of placing tabs at various locations on the pumping 

performance of the ejector as well as the effects on back pressure. 

Table 4-2: Summary of pumping and back pressure impact of tabs at various locations 

 

4.2.2 Number of tabs study 

To investigate the effects of different number of tabs, 4, 8 and 12 tabs, shown in Figure 4-28, 

were tested at the exit of the mixing tube wall. The tabs were geometrically similar with 45° 

inclination and 2% blockage each. 

 

Figure 4-28: Illustration of tab numbers. 
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Figure 4-29 and Figure 4-30 show the dimensionless temperature profile of the x-centerline at the 

diffuser exit. In all cases, center line temperature was not reduced however in the 4-tab case, the 

fluid temperature closer to the walls was reduced in-line with the tab but increased away from the 

tab. In both the 8 and 12-tab cases, fluid temperature closer to the walls was increased in-line 

with and away from the tabs. 

 

Figure 4-29: Diffuser exit center-line temperature profile in-line with tab for different tab 

numbers 
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Figure 4-30: Diffuser exit center-line temperature profile away from tab for different tab 

numbers 

Figure 4-31 and Figure 4-32 show the dimensionless axial velocity profile of the x-centerline at 

the diffuser exit 
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Figure 4-31: Diffuser exit center-line axial velocity profile in-line with tab for different tab 

numbers 
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Figure 4-32: Diffuser exit center-line axial velocity profile away from tab for different tab 

numbers 

Figure 4-33 compares the pumping ratios that results from using 4, 8 and 12 tabs respectively. For 

all tab numbers, mixing tube pumping was degraded by -8%, -22% and -45% respectively. 

However, for all tab number configurations diffuser pumping was improved by 7%, 15% and 7% 

for 4, 8 and 12 tabs respectively. The 4-tab configuration did not result in any change to the 

overall pumping, while the 8 and 12-tab configurations degraded total pumping by -2% and -11% 

respectively. 
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Figure 4-33: Pumping ratios for different tab numbers 

Figure 4-34 and Figure 4-35 show the pressure rise along the ejector walls. Pressure recovery in 

the first diffuser ring is good in-line with the tab but comparable to the base case elsewhere. 

Increasing number of tabs leads to increased operating pressure in the mixing tube, which is 

responsible for the reduced entrainment observed in the mixing tube. Compared to the base case, 

for the 12-tab case, the operating pressure in the diffuser is also elevated, a possible explanation 

for the reduced entrainment in the diffuser.  
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Figure 4-34: Pressure rise on ejector wall in-line with tab for different tab numbers 
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Figure 4-35: Pressure rise on ejector wall away from tab for different tab numbers 

Figure 4-36 shows the effect of varying tabs number on the centerline pressure. Pressure along 

the ejector are increasingly elevated compared to the base case with number of tab increase. 

There is a pressure drop associated with the location of the tabs which leads to worsened ejector 

overall pumping performance. The pressure along the centerline is above ambient for the 12-tab 

case for most of the mixing tube region and the first diffuser ring, which accounts for the low 

pumping performance in both the mixing tube and diffuser, compared to the other tab numbers. 
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Figure 4-36: Ejector centerline pressure rise for different tab numbers 

Figure 4-37 shows the effect of varying tab number on the ejector wall temperature. As stated 

earlier, tabs reduce wall temperature directly in-line downstream of the tab but increase wall 

temperature elsewhere. Due to the reduced pumping with increasing tab number, the walls of the 

ejector not properly cooled leading to hot spots of increasing temperature with increasing tab 

number. Additionally, due to the blockage in the mixing tube, mixing tube wall temperature is 

elevated with increasing tab number. 
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Figure 4-37: Ejector wall temperature distribution for varying tab number. 
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Addition of 4, 8 and 12 tabs led to Cb increasing by 1%, 1% and 3% respectively.  

Table 4-3 summarizes the impact of placing tabs at various locations on the pumping 

performance of the ejector as well as the effects on back pressure. 

Table 4-3: Summary of pumping and back pressure impact of number of tabs 

 

4.2.3 Tab size study 

In this study, three tab sizes were compared, 1%, 2% and 4% blockage per tab. A 4-tab 

configuration was used, and it was intended to investigate how blockage ratio affected 

performance of the tabs. 

Figure 4-38 and Figure 4-39 show the dimensionless temperature profile of the x-centerline at the 

diffuser exit. As tabs get larger, the reduction in temperature in-line with the tab increase 

(although the peak temperature stays the same), however, away from the tab, the opposite trend is 

true. Overall, the average temperature on the diffuser exit plane is not significantly changed by 

varying tab size. 
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Figure 4-38: Diffuser exit center-line temperature profile in-line with tab for various tab 

sizes 

 

Figure 4-39: Diffuser exit center-line temperature profile away from tab for various tab 

sizes 
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Figure 4-40 and Figure 4-41 show the dimensionless axial velocity profile of the x-centerline at 

the diffuser exit. The trend follows that of the temperature profile discussed prior. 

 

Figure 4-40: Diffuser exit center-line axial velocity profile in-line with tab for various tab 

sizes 
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Figure 4-41: Diffuser exit center-line axial velocity profile away from tab for various tab 

sizes 

Figure 4-42 shows the impact of varying tab size on pumping performance. For increasing tab 

size, the mixing tube pumping ratio decreased by 5%, 8%, and 18% respectively, while diffuser 

pumping ratio increased by 4%, 7% and 20% respectively. Total pumping however was 

unchanged for increasing tab size. 
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Figure 4-42: Pumping ratios for different tab sizes 

Figure 4-43 and Figure 4-44 show the pressure rise along the ejector walls. Pressure recovery in 

the first diffuser ring is increasingly better in-line with the tab as tab size increases, with 

significant increases in the second ring for the largest tab, but comparable to the base case 

elsewhere. Away from the tab, the diffuser wall pressure recovery is also greater than other cases. 

Increasing tab size leads to elevated operating pressure in the mixing tube, which is responsible 

for the reduced entrainment observed in the mixing tube. 
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Figure 4-43: Pressure rise along ejector wall in-line with tab for various tab sizes 
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Figure 4-44: Pressure rise along ejector wall away from tab for various tab sizes 

Figure 4-45 shows the effect of varying blockage ratio on the centerline pressure. Increasing tab 

blockage ratio led to increasingly elevated pressure in the mixing tube, and first diffuser ring, 

with muted effect in the last three rings of the diffuser. This led to reduced entrainment and 

worsened overall pumping performance. 
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Figure 4-45: Ejector centerline pressure rise for varying tab blockage ratio 

Figure 4-46 shows the effect of varying tab blockage ratio on the ejector wall temperature. In-line 

with the tab, wall temperatures are reduced but away from the tab, hot spots exist. The 

temperature of these hot spots increases with increasing blockage ratio. 
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Figure 4-46: Ejector wall temperature distribution for varying blockage ratios 
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1%, 2% and 4% blockage led to Cb increasing by 1% in all cases, implying that back pressure is 

not sensitive to tab size when placed on the mixing tube exit. 

Table 4-4 summarizes the impact of placing tabs at various locations on the pumping 

performance of the ejector as well as the effects on back pressure. 

Table 4-4: Summary of pumping and back pressure impact of blockage of tabs 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.1 Conclusions 

A computational study of mixing tabs applied in the diffuser region of an air-air ejector was 

carried out. The effects of tab blockage, placement and number on the performance of the ejector 

was studied. Conclusions are made based on the numerical computations for this specific ejector, 

given that ejector performance is linked closely with ejector geometry. 

• CFD was able to resolve the presence of vortices associated with mixing tabs. 

• Placement of tabs at the exit of the mixing tube did not improve the overall performance 

of the ejector as the level of reduction of mixing tube pumping ratio was matched by the 

increase in pumping ratio of the diffuser for all tab sizes. 

• Increasing the number of tabs increased the diffuser pumping ratio for the 4 and 8-tab 

configurations, however, although there was increased diffuser pumping in the 12-tab 

configuration the level was lower than that of the 8-tab case. 

• Diffuser pumping increased with increasing tab blockage area, but, mixing tube pumping 

decreased with increasing tab blockage area. 

• Tabs in the primary flow region were associated with having higher back pressure 

penalties. 

• Use of tabs at the mixing tube exit is not recommended for this ejector due to lack of total 

pumping improvements, as well as the creation of hotspots on the ejector walls. 

• Although previous research has determined that tabs at nozzle lead to good pumping and 

plume reduction (also found in this research), it should be noted that they increase peak 

temperature on the mixing tube walls. 
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5.2 Recommendation 

Based on the research carried out, some recommendations for future work in this or similar 

ejector system are given here.  

• Since this study did not involve swirling flow from the nozzle, future studies could test 

the impact of swirl with mixing tabs in the diffuser region. 

• Mixing tabs in the same location could be tested with other ejector systems, especially 

ones with larger mixing tube diameters and higher diffuser divergence angles. 

• Further investigation with different inlet boundary conditions should be carried out. 

• Experimental investigations of mixing tabs in the diffuser region of an ejector should be 

carried out to confirm the trends predicted by CFD. 
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Domain Independence Mesh Sizing 

Table A-1: Ansys Meshing setting used and Statistics for mesh independence study 

Mesh Refinement level Coarse Baseline Fine Very Fine 

Global Parameters 

Min size 8.E-05 7.E-05 6.E-05 5.E-05 
Max face size 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.042 
Max Tet size 0.17 0.14 0.10 0.08 

Local Parameters 

Wall size 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.0025 

Rounded inlet 0.0017 0.0014 0.001 0.0008 

Outlet edge 3.3E-04 3.0E-04 2.0E-04 1.7E-04 

Axis 5.0E-03 4.3E-03 3.1E-03 2.6E-03 

Nozzle inflation first cell height 1.E-04 1.E-04 1.E-04 1.E-04 
Growth Rate/ Number of layers 1.5/6 1.5/6 1.5/6 1.5/6 

Wall inflation first cell height 1.E-04 1.E-04 1.E-04 1.E-04 
Growth Rate/ Number of layers 1.4/8 1.4/8 1.4/8 1.4/8 

Tab wall sizing 8.3E-04 7.0E-04 5.0E-04 4.0E-04 
Tab wall inflation first cell height 1.E-04 1.E-04 1.E-04 1.E-04 
Growth Rate/ Number of layers 1.1/12 1.1/12 1.1/12 1.1/12 

Statistics 

Elements (million) 5.7 7.3 11.8 15.5 
Nodes (Million) 1.8 2.3 3.9 5.3 

Aspect Ratio (Average, min, max) 5,1,102 5,1,68 4,1,192 4,1,49 
Element Quality (Average, min, max) 0.64,0.02,1 0.65,0.03,1 0.67,0.007,1 0.7,0.03,1 

Orthogonal Quality (Average, min, max) 0.82,0.06,1 0.84,0.1,1 0.86,0.1,1 0.88,0.1,1 
Skewness (Average, min, max) 0.3,0,0.98 0.28,0,0.98 0.26,0,0.99 0.25,0,0.99 
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Comparison of base case to prior thesis 

Figure B-1 shows how using non-equilibrium wall functions and enhanced wall functions 

compared to a prior thesis of the base (no tab) case conducted with non-equilibrium wall 

functions. With the mesh settings required to resolve the flow around the tabs, the Enhanced Wall 

Treatment method provided the most similar result, properly predicting the core flow temperature 

but under predicting the near wall region.

 

Figure B-1: Comparison of diffuser exit centerline temperature profile for different near 

wall treatments and Chen ‘Ejector-3’ 
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Figure B-2 shows how the diffuser exit centerline velocity profile varied for different near wall 

treatments and how they compared to Chen’s study. The non-equilibrium wall functions 

underpredicted the core separation caused by the annulus exit, while the enhance wall treatment 

predicted the shape of the profile although at lower values. 

 

Figure B-2: Comparison of diffuser exit centerline velocity profile for different near wall 

treatments and Chen ‘Ejector-3’ 

Figure B-3 compares the mixing tube wall pressure rise for different near wall treatments to 

Chen’s data. All models predict similar entrance wall pressure.  However, the pressure rise profile 

is different for the methods compared. 
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Figure B-3: Comparison of pressure rise along the mixing tube wall for different near wall 

treatments and Chen ‘Ejector-3’ 
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Sample Journal for case setup, running and preparation for post 

processing in Tecplot 

; **********************Read 
mesh******************** 
file read-case 
"LTB03c.msh" 
; ********************define models and 
wall treatment************* 
define models energy yes no no no yes 
define models viscous ke-real yes 
define models viscous near-wall enhanced 
yes 
; *********define air 
properties************** 
define materials change-create air air 
yes 
incompressible-ideal-gas 
; *************Cp*************** 
yes  
piecewise-polynomial  
2  
100  
1000  
8  
1161.482177734375 -2.368818998336792  
0.01485511101782322 -5.034909190726467e-
05  
9.928569255635011e-08 -
1.111096561978719e-10  
6.540196173260987e-14 -
1.573587700034742e-17  
1000  
3000  
8 -7069.81396484375 33.70605087280273  
-0.05812759697437286 5.421615423983894e-
05  
-2.93667881123838e-08 9.237533481198934e-
12  
-1.565553420476468e-15 
1.112334843612374e-19 
;**********Thermal conductivity********** 
yes 
piecewise-linear  
8  
200 0.0181 
250 0.0223 
300 0.0263 
350 0.03 
400 0.0338 
450 0.0373 
500 0.0407 
550 0.0439 
;***********viscosity************ 
yes  
sutherland  
three-coefficient-method  
1.716e-5 273.11 110.56 
;*********molecular weight*********** 
no 
;***********Thermal Expansion 
Coefficient*********** 
no 
;Speed of sound 

no 
;****************************************
**************** 
;********************Boundary conditions 
**************** 
;****************************************
**************** 
;*********set vel-in to velocity inlet 
define boundary-conditions zone-type vel-
in 
velocity-inlet 
;**********set boundary condition 
parameters 
define boundary-conditions velocity-inlet 
vel-in no no yes yes no  
;enter value of vel inlet m/s 
100 
no 0 no 
;enter hot gas temp(K) 
773 
no no yes 
;enter TI 
10 
;enter TVR 
10 
;**********set press-in-1 to 3 as press 
inlets 
define boundary-conditions zone-type 
press-in-1 
pressure-inlet 
define boundary-conditions zone-type 
press-in-2 
pressure-inlet 
define boundary-conditions zone-type 
press-in-3 
pressure-inlet 
;*********set actual parameters 
;*******press-in-1 
define boundary-conditions pressure-inlet 
press-in-1 yes no 0 no 0 no 300 no yes no 
no yes  
;enter TI 
5 
;enter TVR 
10 
;*******press-in-2 
define boundary-conditions pressure-inlet 
press-in-2 yes no 0 no 0 no 300 no yes no 
no yes  
;enter TI 
5 
;enter TVR 
10 
;*******press-in-3 
define boundary-conditions pressure-inlet 
press-in-3 yes no 0 no 0 no 300 no yes no 
no yes  
;enter TI 
5 
;enter TVR 
10 
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;**********set press-out as press outlet 
define boundary-conditions zone-type 
press-out 
pressure-outlet 
define boundary-conditions pressure-
outlet press-out yes no 0 no 300 no yes 
no no yes 
;enter TI 
5 
;enter TVR 
10 
yes no no no 
;***************Reference values based on 
inlet 
report reference-values compute velocity-
inlet vel-in 
;****************************************
*********** 
;****************************************
************ 
;****************************************
************* 
;************** Create monitor and 
averagde surface planes***************** 
surface plane-point-n-normal diff1-out-
temp 0 0 2.503 0 0 1 
surface iso-clip radial-coordinate diff1-
out diff1-out-temp 0 0.136 
surface delete-surface diff1-out-temp 
surface plane-point-n-normal diff4-temp 0 
0 2.755 0 0 1 
surface iso-clip radial-coordinate diff4-
out diff4-temp 0 0.178 
surface delete-surface diff4-temp 
surface plane-point-n-normal noz-out-temp 
0 0 1.845 0 0 1 
surface iso-clip radial-coordinate noz-
out noz-out-temp 0 0.086 
surface delete-surface noz-out-temp 
surface plane-point-n-normal mix-out-temp 
0 0 2.419 0 0 1 
surface iso-clip radial-coordinate mix-
out mix-out-temp 0 0.122 
surface delete-surface mix-out-temp 
surface plane-point-n-normal ell-out-temp 
0 0 1.673 0 0 1 
surface iso-clip radial-coordinate ell-
out ell-out-temp 0 0.105 
surface delete-surface ell-out-temp 
;*************************add Auto save 
file auto-save data-frequency 500 
file auto-save retain yes 
file auto-save max-files 1 
;**************************** 
;***********Dont plot residuals********* 
solve monitors residual plot no 
;**************Set convergence criteria 
solve monitors residual convergence-
criteria 1e-6 1e-6 1e-6 1e-6 1e-6 1e-6 
1e-6 
;***********define surface 
moonitors***************** 
solve monitors surface clear-monitors 
solve monitors surface set-monitor statP2 
"Facet Average" pressure (mix-out) yes 2 
yes no 1 
solve monitors surface set-monitor statP1 
"Facet Average" pressure (noz-out) yes 2 
yes no 1 

solve monitors surface set-monitor Tdiff1 
"Mass-Weighted Average" temperature 
(diff1-out) yes 3 yes no 1 
solve monitors surface set-monitor Tdiff4 
"Mass-Weighted Average" temperature 
(diff4-out) yes 3 yes no 1 
solve monitors surface set-monitor M1 
"Mass Flow Rate" (diff4-out) yes 4 yes no 
1 
solve monitors surface set-monitor 
statPdiff1 "Facet Average" pressure 
(diff4-out) yes 5 yes no 1 
solve monitors surface set-monitor M4 
"Mass Flow Rate" (diff4-out) yes 6 yes no 
1 
solve monitors surface set-monitor 
statPdiff4 "Facet Average" pressure 
(diff4-out) yes 7 yes no 1 
;**************Set solver and start 
solving**************** 
solve set p-v 20 
solve set discretization-scheme ep 0 
solve set discretization-scheme mom 0 
solve set discretization-scheme t 0 
solve set discretization-scheme k 0 
solve set discretization-scheme p 10 
solve set equations temperature no 
solve initialize compute-defaults 
velocity-inlet vel-in 
solve initialize initialize-flow ok 
solve iterate 500 
solve set discretization-scheme ep 1 
solve set discretization-scheme mom 1 
solve set discretization-scheme t 1 
solve set discretization-scheme k 1 
solve set discretization-scheme p 12 
solve set equations temperature yes 
solve set under-relaxation temperature 
0.7 
solve iterate 8000 
; 
;------------Surface data averages and 
flow rates--------------- 
;----------------------------------------
----------------------- 
; 
;*********If surfaces and lines needed, 
add above ************** 
; 
;.........Get AWA stat press for surfaces 
of interest to file named 
surface_report.txt ............... 
report surface-integrals area-weighted-
avg 
ell-out 
mix-out 
diff1-out 
diff4-out 
() 
pressure 
yes "surface_report.txt" 
;.........Get AWA tot press for surfaces 
of interest ............... 
report surface-integrals area-weighted-
avg  
vel-in 
mix-out 
diff1-out 
diff4-out 
() 
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total-pressure 
yes "surface_report.txt" yes 
;..........Get mass flow rates and 
append......................... 
report surface-integrals mass-flow-rate 
vel-in 
noz-out 
mix-out 
diff1-out 
diff4-out 
() 
yes "surface_report.txt" yes 
;..........Get MWA temp for surfaces of 
interest and append............ 
report surface-integrals mass-weighted-
avg 
ell-out  
diff1-out 
diff4-out 
() 
temperature 
yes "surface_report.txt" yes 
;..........Get Max temp for surfaces of 
interest and append............ 
report surface-integrals facet-max 
ell-out 
mix-out 
diff1-out 
diff4-out 
() 
temperature 
yes "surface_report.txt" yes 
;..........Get density and 
append......................... 
report surface-integrals mass-weighted-
avg 
ell-out 
noz-out 
mix-out 
() 
density 
yes "surface_report.txt" yes 
;..........Get z-vel and 
append......................... 
 report surface-integrals mass-weighted-
avg 
ell-out 
noz-out 
mix-out 
() 
z-velocity 
yes "surface_report.txt" yes 
; 
; 
; 
; 
; 
;------------X-Y soln data for tecplot---
-------------------- 

;----------------------------------------
-------------------- 
;***************Make centreline profiles 
and mixwall profiles****** 
surface line-surface line-diff4out 0 0 
2.755 0 0.178 2.755 
surface line-surface line-diff4outphase 0 
0 2.755 0.1236 0.128 2.755 
surface line-surface line-mixwall 0 
0.12097 1.931 0 0.12097 2.419 
surface line-surface line-mixwallphase -
0.0806 0.0899 1.931 -0.0806 0.0899 2.419 
;*********change here (for wall pressure 
rise) 
surface group-surfaces  
diff1-wall-low 
diff2-wall-low 
diff3-wall-low 
diff4-wall-low 
mix-wall-low 
 
mix-diff-low 
surface iso-surface angular-coordinate 
mix-diff-line mix-diff-low ()()0() 
surface iso-surface angular-coordinate 
mix-diff-line-phase mix-diff-low ()()44() 
;######end of ####### 
;************Export wall profiles for 
tecplot post processing**************** 
file export tecplot mixdiff 
mix-diff-line 
mix-diff-line-phase 
() 
pressure 
temperature 
q 
;***************Export centreline profile 
for tecplot**************** 
surface line-surface line-centreline 0 
0.001 1.931 0 0.001 2.755 
file export tecplot centre 
line-centreline 
() 
pressure 
q 
;***************Export entire domain for 
tecplot contour creation********* 
file export tecplot full () 
x-coordinate y-coordinate z-coordinate x-
velocity y-velocity z-velocity pressure 
dynamic-pressure y-plus temperature x-
vorticity y-vorticity z-vorticity 
q 
;***************Write case and 
data********* 
file wcd _post 
exit 
yes 
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